Industrial machinery and heavy equipment

CKE Manufacturing
NX supports CKE Manufacturing’s full range of precision engineering plans;
company cuts production time by 30 percent
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Leading Singaporean precision
engineering services provider
streamlines production
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increases productivity

Decreased overall time spent
percent

adoption and implementation of modern

From small family shop to trusted name
in precision engineering
-

plex equipment, CKE supplies precision
parts to various industries, including
defense, semiconductor, electronics, oil
aerospace.

programming, storing data on disks and

www.siemens.com/nx

Results (continued)

and engineers to focus on

Feng, enterprise development manager.

customers overseas to mitigate risks.

demand for its products and a larger cusof precision engineering services for cusits manufacturing processes and realized
reduce overall production time and enable
smarter decisions.

Utilizing PLM without compromising
legacy
-

-

drome (SARS) epidemic, CKE looked to

“ The government’s initiative is truly one to
take heed of to remain competitive in this
industry. With Siemens PLM Software
technology, we were offered a platform with
endless integrated solutions that will enable
us to grow and fulfill this ambitious vision.”
Enterprise Development Manager
CKE Manufacturing

local small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
recent increase in data management

-

ment of all data for its different end-users,
including supervisors, designers and
manufacturers.

Better process planning, optimized
productivity, greater innovation
NX, an integrated product design, engineering and manufacturing solution, pro-

-

(CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing
(CAM) applications. NX delivered.

and best practices designed to accelerate
innovation.

CKE started an extensive evaluation pro-

-

multiple product demonstrations, CKE

vided a full platform of solutions for manu-

-

partners and its reputation as a brand
-

“Before the solution was
implemented, it took us 15
to 20 minutes to create one
job. With the implementation of NX, we spent less
time on NC programming,
reducing the total time to
complete the same job to
just 10 to 15 minutes.”
Enterprise Development
Manager
CKE Manufacturing

Solutions/Services
noticed a vast improvement in its processes

NX

-

Customer’s primary business

opment time, effort and resources and

business is precision engineer-

designs of all complexities from its custom-

access manufacturing planning data
-

Customer location
Singapore

out data translation and re-programming,

costs.
overall production time needed to create
numerical control (NC) programs. “Before

Partner
spent less time on NC programming,
-

-

entire process, from design to manufactur-

-

as it continues to expand its business
across Asia.

“ Using NX, we cut the time spent
doing NC programming by 30
percent.”
Enterprise Development Manager
CKE Manufacturing

Siemens PLM Software

-

www.siemens.com/plm

